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Storage-class memory (SCM) combines the beneﬁts of a solidstate memory, such as high performance and robustness, with the
archival capabilities and low cost of conventional hard-disk
magnetic storage. Such a device would require a solid-state
nonvolatile memory technology that could be manufactured at an
extremely high eﬀective areal density using some combination of
sublithographic patterning techniques, multiple bits per cell, and
multiple layers of devices. We review the candidate solid-state
nonvolatile memory technologies that potentially could be used to
construct such an SCM. We discuss evolutionary extensions of
conventional ﬂash memory, such as SONOS (silicon-oxide-nitrideoxide-silicon) and nanotraps, as well as a number of revolutionary
new memory technologies. We review the capabilities of ferroelectric,
magnetic, phase-change, and resistive random-access memories,
including perovskites and solid electrolytes, and ﬁnally organic and
polymeric memory. The potential for practical scaling to ultrahigh
eﬀective areal density for each of these candidate technologies is
then compared.

Introduction
As originally formulated by Gordon Moore in 1965 [1],
Moore’s Law is fairly simple: a prediction that the
number of devices that can be integrated on a chip of
ﬁxed area would double every 12 months. This simple
prediction (later amended to doubling every 18–24
months) unleashed a powerful economic cycle of
investment followed by enhanced products followed by
new and varied applications motivating yet more
investment. Thus, Moore’s Law has become the driving
force behind dramatic reductions in unit cost over the
past few decades for memory, enabling products of ever
higher density and ultimately putting enormous amounts
of memory in the hands of the consumer at much reduced
cost. For example, the cost of ﬂash memory has fallen
from $600 per megabyte in 1987 to $0.01 per megabyte in
2007 (a factor of 60,000 in 20 years, corresponding to
halving the cost by doubling the density every 15 months)
(Figure 1).
This powerful economic cycle has made the prediction
of near-future product developments amazingly reliable

because the underlying device physics, materials, and
fabrication processes have all been scalable, at least until
now [2]. However, beyond the end of this decade it will be
hard to continue to shrink the ubiquitous nonvolatile
memory (NVM) known as ﬂash memory [3, 4].
Such a breakpoint presents a great opportunity for
alternative technologies. However, in order to replace
ﬂash, an alternative technology will have to be superior to
it in some combination of such factors as further
scalability, cost per bit, and performance (e.g., memory
speed). However, the size of the opportunity goes well
beyond simply providing a potential successor for ﬂash
technology despite the many applications that it currently
addresses. In fact, the emergence of an NVM solid-state
memory technology that combines high performance,
high density, and low cost could usher in seminal changes
in the memory and storage hierarchy for all computing
platforms ranging up to high-performance computing. If
the cost per bit could be driven low enough through
ultrahigh memory density, ultimately such a storage-class
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Figure 1
Cost per megabyte of desktop magnetic hard disk drives (HDDs)
and NAND flash, compiled from various sources, including
Gartner Dataquest and periodic web searches for consumer prices.

memory (SCM) device could potentially replace magnetic
hard-disk drives (HDDs) in enterprise storage server
systems.
In this paper, we brieﬂy discuss possible low-cost
integration approaches and then review the candidate
NVM solid-state memory technologies that potentially
could be used to construct such an SCM.

SCM

450

It should be noted that Moore’s Law addresses only the
density of an integrated circuit, predicting the fabrication
of semiconductors with smaller features, which in turn
drives the economics. The classical scaling of devices is
more formally addressed by Dennard’s Law, which calls
for the coordinated miniaturization of a small set of
device parameters, which together dictate overall
performance [5]. Both laws need to be considered because
when classic scaling no longer produces the hoped-for
performance improvements, the economic beneﬁts
typically associated with Moore’s Law may no longer
follow.
Historically, when scaling both drove cost down and
increased performance (in other words, Moore’s Law and
Dennard’s Law were synchronous), an unrelenting focus
on processor performance and the scaling of logic devices
was justiﬁed. However, as the processor has become
power constrained and the scaling of logic devices no
longer results in direct performance improvements, it is
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natural to consider developing additional avenues for
improvement. For instance, one might consider how to
get more overall system performance from changes in the
memory-storage hierarchy. The best-case access time of a
magnetic HDD has remained fairly constant over the past
decade at approximately 3–5 milliseconds [6]. A
3-GHz microprocessor will execute nine million
instructions while waiting for this data. In fact, an
enormous part of a modern computing system is designed
expressly to hide or ﬁnesse this unpleasant discrepancy in
performance [7].
Because critical computing applications are becoming
more data-centric (as in mine this database) than
compute-centric (as in solve this diﬀerential equation) [8], a
high-performance, high-density, and low-cost NVM
technology whose access time falls between that of an
HDD and the dynamic memory located near the
processor would signiﬁcantly improve overall system
performance. Such a memory technology would be a
welcome near-future development.
There has also been a somewhat similar cycle of
miniaturization at work in the magnetic HDD industry.
An enormous growth in areal density (a 35-million-fold
increase from 1957 to 2007 driven by a 100% annual
compound growth rate) has produced dramatic
reductions in the cost per bit of magnetic storage [6]. This
has made it attractive to solve storage system
performance issues by simply adding disk drives, as
shown by the use of redundant disk arrays to compensate
for bandwidth and latency limitations in enterprise
storage servers. However, in the year 2020 this trend will
call for millions of HDDs in large server installations [8].
In such a situation, these disks not only consume most of
the overall space and power budget [8], but the logistics of
dealing with failures during recovery from a drive failure
become extremely diﬃcult. These issues can no longer be
managed by simply adding more drives, no matter how
low their cost.
In summary, on one side there is the goal to develop a
nonvolatile, low-cost, high-performance, solid-state
memory that could extend beyond ﬂash memory; on the
other side is the need for a solid-state memory technology
to meet the demands of future storage server systems.
Bridging the two is the potential for signiﬁcant system
performance improvements in all types of computing
systems with the insertion of such an NVM technology
within the storage-memory hierarchy. Given the powerful
forces in search of the target performance speciﬁcations
given in Table 1, we believe that some type of new SCM
technology is quite likely to emerge.
Because the expected ultimate performance of currently
available ﬂash technology will likely fall short of these
requirements, here we examine the potential of other
emerging NVM technologies. However, we emphasize
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1. Three-dimensional (3D) integration of multiple
layers of memory, currently implemented
commercially for write-once solid-state memory [9].
2. Multiple bits per cell using MLC techniques [10].
3. Sublithographic crossbar memory to go beyond the
lithographic dimension, F [11].
It is beyond the scope of this paper to address these
approaches, not only because they are well covered in the
mentioned references, but because the implementation of
techniques such as these that go beyond 4 F 2 will be
critically dependent on the choice of memory device.
However, as we focus our attention on emerging NVM
device technologies, it is important to keep in mind that
achieving low cost through ultrahigh density while
maintaining memory performance (nonvolatile retention,
high endurance, high read and write bandwidths, and fast
access time) will be absolutely crucial to the success of
SCM.
We begin with the established technology of ﬂash
memory and move to newer charge-based variants such
as SONOS (silicon-oxide-nitride-oxide-silicon) memory
and ferroelectric RAM. We then brieﬂy review magnetic
RAM, and then turn to phase-change memory, resistive
RAM, solid-electrolyte, and organic memory. These
technologies have received strong industry interest, as
indicated in Figure 2, which shows papers presented in
these areas over the past 7 years at two major
conferences: the Symposium on VLSI Technology and
the International Electron Devices Meeting (IEDM).
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that the density and cost requirements of SCM transcend
the straightforward application of Moore’s Law. For
instance, currently the most inexpensive semiconductor
memory technology is multilevel cell (MLC) NAND ﬂash
because it oﬀers the highest eﬀective areal density of
1 stored bit per 2 F 2 of silicon substrate area, where F is
deﬁned as the smallest lithographic dimension in a given
technology node. This eﬀective density combines the
beneﬁts of following Moore’s Law (the smallest
lithographically deﬁned memory cell of 4 F 2) together
with MLC technology providing 2 bits per memory cell.
Some of the insuﬃcient performance of ﬂash in terms of
access time and endurance could potentially be ﬁnessed
by a hybrid system approach, such as a dynamic RAM
(DRAM) cache. However, even if we could ignore the
costs incurred by such an approach, the MLC NAND
ﬂash alone would still fail to meet the future SCM density
and cost requirements shown in Table 1.
Thus, other techniques will need to be invoked in order
to achieve the ultrahigh memory densities demanded by
SCM. These can be grouped into three possibilities:

Year

Figure 2
Number of papers presented at the Symposium on VLSI
Technology and the International Electron Devices Meeting
(IEDM) from 2001 through 2007, categorized in terms of
storage-class memory technology candidates.

Table 1

Target speciﬁcation for SCM: a combination of the
reliability, fast access, and endurance of a solid-state memory,
together with the low-cost archival capabilities and vast capacity of
a magnetic hard disk drive.
Access time

50–1,000 ns

Data rate

100 MB/s

Endurance (cycles)

109–1012

Hard error rate (bits/terabyte)

104

Mean time between failures

2 million hours

Data retention

10 years

On power

100 mW

Standby power

1 mW

Cost

$5/GB

Annual compound growth rate

35%

Flash and other charge-trapping memory
In a conventional metal-oxide semiconductor transistor, a
voltage applied to the gate allows current to ﬂow from the
source to the drain. To implement either ﬂoating-gate or
charge-trapping one-transistor memory, the gate has been
redesigned to allow electrons to be placed (or removed)
near the gate during a writing step. The presence
(absence) of this charge shifts (restores) the threshold
voltage of the transistor, allowing detection of the binary
state of the memory cell. The ﬂoating-gate memory
became the preferred device because the ease of erasing
stored charge enabled a memory device that was both
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Figure 3
Circuit schematics and top-down memory cell layouts for
conventional NOR and NAND flash memory. (BL: bitline; GL:
ground select line; SL: select line; WL: wordline.)
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nonvolatile and reprogrammable. Early ﬂoating-gate
devices were erased with a few minutes of ultraviolet
radiation, which imparted enough energy for stored
electrons to surmount the insulating barrier. In a modern
ﬂoating-gate memory, whole blocks of devices are erased
electrically in less than a second, giving rise to the term
ﬂash memory [12]. This change greatly simpliﬁed memory
packaging and simultaneously opened up a vast new set
of applications [4, 12].
Today, there are two major kinds of ﬂash memories,
NOR and NAND, as depicted in Figure 3 [4, 12]. In NOR
memory, each cell in a memory array is directly connected
to the wordlines and bitlines of the memory array, while
NAND memory devices are arranged in series within
small blocks. Thus, while NAND ﬂash can inherently be
packed more densely than NOR ﬂash, NOR ﬂash oﬀers
signiﬁcantly faster random access. For example, the read
bandwidth for NOR can exceed 100 MB/s, while NAND
ranges from 18 to 25 MB/s [13]. Because NOR ﬂash
memory is programmed using channel hot-electron
injection (CHEI) and erased using Fowler–Nordheim
tunneling [12], both writing and erasing are extremely
slow (0.18–0.47 MB/s and 750–900 ms, respectively
[13, 14]). With the combination of fast readout and
slow programming, NOR is being used in applications in
which it can serve as a programmable read-only memory
that oﬀers fast access to data that is modiﬁed only
occasionally. For instance, program code in many cell
phones, computers, and other devices is now loaded
directly from NOR ﬂash, representing an estimated
$8 billion annual market.
In contrast to NOR cells programmed with CHEI,
Fowler–Nordheim tunneling is used to program NAND
ﬂash memory through the channel area. While this is
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inherently quite slow per bit, the very low current
required for this process allows many bits to be written in
parallel, resulting in a reasonable write bandwidth
(8 MB/s) [13]. The introduction of NAND ﬂash allowed a
reduction in cell size from the 9–11 F 2 still used for NOR
cells down to roughly 4 F 2 [2]. Another enabling
technology was the MLC concept [10] in which each
memory cell stores 2 bits of information (making the
eﬀective cell size per bit 2 F 2). Advanced MLC with up to
4 bits per cell is being developed but as of this writing is
not yet in production [2].
Because of the block-based architecture, the random
access time to any given bit tends to be slow (25 ls), with
a signiﬁcantly faster readout of data blocks (23–37 MB/s)
after this initial access delay [13, 14]. Erasing a block
tends to be extremely slow (2 ms) [13, 14]. This slow
random-access performance means that NAND ﬂash is
best suited for applications that primarily require blockbased access, such as the storage of digital music, photos,
and video. Despite these limitations, the popularity of
these applications has resulted in the growth of the
NAND ﬂash market to $14.2 billion for 2007 [15]. In
2007, it was estimated that about 1.6 3 1018 bytes of
NAND ﬂash will be ship—more capacity in 1 year than
DRAM chips have shipped since the ﬁrst commercial one
was sold in 1972 [16].
So far, the basic ﬂoating-gate device has served the
ﬂash industry well. In addition to known challenges
common throughout the semiconductor industry related
to shrinking the lithography pitch and the increasing
importance of device-to-device variations in upcoming
technology generations, there are a few unique technical
challenges in scaling the ﬂoating-gate NAND ﬂash
memory beyond 40 nm [2–4, 17]. Stringent data-retention
requirements, particularly for MLC, set a practical limit
for the thickness of the tunnel oxide of roughly 7 nm [2].
Another challenge in the scaling of ﬂoating-gate
NAND is ﬂoating-gate interference [18]. For eﬀective
programming using tunneling, the gate aspect ratio must
stay relatively constant in order to maintain the coupling
between the control gate and the ﬂoating gate [12].
However, this creates unacceptable interference between
adjacent memory devices when the spacing between
wordlines shrinks to 40 nm or less [3, 4, 17]. One obvious
alternative is to replace the ﬂoating gate with a chargetrapping layer, such as the silicon nitride in the SONOS
cell structure [19]. Early SONOS memory devices used
extremely thin tunnel and blocking oxides for acceptable
write and erase performance, and thus they suﬀered from
issues with data retention [20]. Recent advances in metal
gates and high-k dielectric materials research have
provided improvements in erase and retention
characteristics [21]. Figure 4 depicts the structural
diﬀerences between the ﬂoating gate, SONOS, and the
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TaN-Al2O3-nitride-oxide-silicon (TANOS) [21–23]
memory cell structures. Initial TANOS NAND memory
cells demonstrated acceptable memory cell characteristics
for binary operations [22], and recent developments with
a bandgap-engineered charge-trapping layer in which an
ultrathin sandwich of diﬀerent materials is introduced to
obtain low leakage yet low programming voltages have
demonstrated reliable MLC operations with 2 bits per cell
[23]. Another avenue is to intentionally introduce traps in
the form of nanocrystals [24].
Thus, it is now generally believed that by moving to
charge-trapping storage, NAND ﬂash will be able to scale
to at least the 22-nm technology generation [3, 17]. The
current aggressive geometry migration calling for NAND
ﬂash to scale faster than the capabilities of photolithography
can also be maintained by using self-aligned double
patterning technology [25] to deﬁne memory cell arrays at
ultrasmall pitch.
The challenge not only for NAND ﬂash but for all
charge-based memories at these dimensions is the limited
number of stored electrons available for MLC operations.
It has been shown that losing even 100 electrons could
result in a retention failure for 2-bit MLC operation at
the 40-nm generation in a 3D channel memory cell [3].
This charge-loss issue gets worse with continued scaling
of the cell volume. Thus, to continue to shrink the cell
footprint and decrease the cost while still maintaining the
amount of charge being stored will require some type of
extensive 3D integration scheme. A stacked surroundinggate transistor NAND ﬂash memory cell structure has
been proposed [26] and successfully demonstrated using a
4-bit NAND SONOS memory cell structure [27]. Other
3D stacking integration schemes using polysilicon or thinﬁlm transistors to construct the NAND ﬂash have also
been proposed [28].
In order to satisfy all of the speciﬁcations in Table 1
and thus take advantage of all the applications waiting
for a true SCM, ﬂash memory must improve in both
endurance and performance while aggressively moving to
ultrasmall device dimensions in spite of the known scaling
issues.

Ferroelectric RAM
A ferroelectric capacitor is formed by sandwiching a
ferroelectric material such as Pb(ZrxTi1x)O, lead
zirconate titanate, also known as PZT, between two
metallic electrodes. In the resulting hysteresis loop of
charge as a function of voltage, the two stable states at
zero applied voltage represent a remanent polarization
produced by switching the spontaneous polarization of
the material [29]. However, since ferroelectric materials
tend to have soft, nonsquare hysteresis loops, the halfselect operation in a crossbar memory array would
perturb stored data on the nearby cells subjected to half
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Figure 4
Cross-sectional view showing the thin-film layers composing the
gate in conventional floating-gate, SONOS, and TANOS memory
cells.

the programming voltages. This necessitates a selection
device such as a transistor [29].
The most straightforward way to detect the state of
such a ferroelectric capacitor is to apply a voltage pulse to
take the device to one extreme of its hysteresis loop,
producing a current spike whose magnitude depends on
the initial state. The readout voltage produced by the
charging of the bitline capacitance by this current can be
compared with a reference voltage [29]. However, this
readout technique is destructive because the device ends
up in the same ﬁnal state independent of the original data.
Thus, each read access must be accompanied by a
subsequent rewrite operation, which immediately pushes
the required switching-cycle endurance to a very large
number. For instance, even at a clock speed of 100 MHz,
the worst-case scenario over a 10-year lifetime represents
more than 1016 read cycles [30].
Despite this issue, ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM) was
one of the strongest early candidates to be the next
nonvolatile RAM because of its inherent speed (as low as
20 ns [2]), its low-power, low-voltage operation, and the
possibility of straightforward CMOS (complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor) integration [30]. Initially,
FeRAM was seen as a way to simply have all the
advantages of DRAM together with long-term
nonvolatile storage [31]. However, despite years of
concentrated integration eﬀorts, FeRAM cells remain
signiﬁcantly larger than the DRAM cell size of 6–8 F 2 [31].
As with any well-explored technology, the problems are
now well known. Because the output signal depends on
transferring a charge 2 PrA onto the bitline capacitance
Cb to obtain a detectable voltage diﬀerence DV, the
scaling of FeRAM to smaller device areas with smaller
capacitor area A inherently leads to smaller signal levels
[31]. Thus, the fabrication of FeRAM devices has moved
from strapped devices, where the capacitor sits next to the
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wordline, to stacked devices, where the capacitor sits
directly above the wordline, to 3D devices where the
capacitor is conformally deposited in a smooth
continuous layer either within a trench or over a ridge,
augmenting the eﬀective capacitor area without
increasing the device footprint [31].
The ferroelectric capacitors in FeRAM devices also
tend to show signiﬁcant problems that include fatigue
(the remanent polarization decreases with cycling),
imprint (a device left in one state tends to favor this
polarization, causing the hysteresis loop to shift), and
retention (loss of stored polarization over time) [31–33].
Fatigue issues have been greatly reduced either by
changing electrode materials away from metals such as Pt
and Ir toward metal oxides such as RuO2, IrO2, and
SrRuO3 or by switching materials from PZT to either
SrBi2Ta2O9 (strontium bismuth tantalite, or SBT) or
lanthanum-doped Bi4xLaxTi3O12 (bismuth titanate, or
BLT) [31–33]. Unfortunately, changing ferroelectric
materials tends to simply swap which aspects are
strengths and weaknesses. PZT is known for high Pr and
well-deﬁned crystallization at moderate temperatures
(;6008C) but can have signiﬁcant imprint and retention
issues; on the other hand, SBT oﬀers improved reliability
and lower coercive ﬁeld but exhibits decreased Pr and
poor control over crystallization orientation. SBT also
tends to require higher processing temperatures (700–
8008C) [31].
These high temperatures are particularly problematic
given that during the processing, the metallic wordline
just under the capacitor (as required for high-density
memory) must be protected from being oxidized while the
ferroelectric is deposited with a metal-organic chemical
vapor deposition process [31]. Worse yet, the ferroelectric
material must be protected at all times from hydrogen,
either introduced by diﬀusion from the underlying
wordline [34] or while forming the top electrode contact
[35]. Defects associated with hydrogen diﬀusing into the
ferroelectric capacitor have been shown to greatly
accelerate imprint and fatigue problems [31, 34, 35]. Since
the eﬀective device Pr drops abruptly when the
ferroelectric layer becomes thin (,100 nm) [31],
presumably due to interface eﬀects at the electrodes [33],
even scaled-down devices are likely to require thick
capacitors [31]. However, because it is very diﬃcult to
etch a metal-ferroelectric-metal stack without introducing
a slope, the wide guard band needed to separate thick
capacitors leaves at best only 50–70% of the eﬀective
device area for the capacitor itself [31].
A number of structures oﬀering avenues for
improvement have been proposed and developed. The
2-transistor–2-capacitor (2T–2C) concept oﬀers twice as
much signal and more reliable voltage referencing but at
the signiﬁcant cost of twice the device area [29]. The
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chain-FeRAM concept [36] assembles devices in series,
like NAND ﬂash, in order to decrease the bitline
capacitance and thus increase the detectable signal, but
this approach sacriﬁces access speed and oﬀers only
modest improvements in the eﬀective areal density [29]. A
very old concept [37] involves building a FeFET—a ﬁeldeﬀect transistor with a ferroelectric capacitor—as the gate
electrode in order to create an NVM element [32, 38].
Unfortunately, there are a number of problems with this
including the necessity of integrating ferroelectric
materials directly on silicon [38]. Also, if a dielectric
capacitor is used to separate the ferroelectric from the
silicon to ease integration, then the nonvolatile data
lifetime decreases to mere weeks because of the inherent
depolarizing ﬁeld present in such a structure [32, 38]. A
variant introduced to restore the nonvolatility is the
1T–2C concept, which avoids the depolarizing ﬁeld by
using two opposite-poled capacitors, but again at the cost
of increased cell size [39].
In summary, most of the recent work on FeRAM
seems to address embedded memory applications [40, 41]
building on the strengths of FeRAM (CMOS
compatibility, low-power, and low-voltage operation)
and avoiding its weaknesses (diﬃculty in scaling to
ultrasmall cell size). On the other hand, FeRAM is one of
the most commercially successful new NVM alternatives,
having been used in the Sony PlayStation** 2 system [32].
However, for FeRAM to be a viable alternative for SCM,
there needs to be a signiﬁcant breakthrough in the
integration of ultrasmall cells using 3D ferroelectric
capacitors without sacriﬁcing reliability or memory
performance.

Magnetic RAM
One of the key breakthroughs that drove the rapid
improvement in the areal density of HDDs over the past
20 years [6] was the development of incredibly sensitive
sensors for the detection of the weak magnetic ﬁelds
associated with the data-bearing magnetic transitions on
the disk [42]. Work on these sensors carried over to a
closely related device, the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ)
[42]. The amount of spin-polarized tunneling current
passing through the dielectric separating the two
magnetic layers of an MTJ depends on the relative
magnetizations of the two layers, an eﬀect known as
tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) [42, 43]. One of the
layers is designed to have its magnetization pinned, while
the other is free to have its magnetization ﬂipped by an
external writing event. The pinned layer can be made
more stable by using a pair of coupled ferromagnetic
layers instead [42].
The advantages of such a magnetic RAM (MRAM)
cell are an inherently fast write speed, straightforward
placement above the silicon using the CMOS back end of
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the line, and the prospect of very high endurance, as there
is no known wear-out mechanism for magnetic switching
[44]. In addition, the ability to write a cell by simply
passing current through two nearby wires (causing the
superimposed magnetic ﬁeld to exceed the write
threshold) would seem to enable a true cross-point
memory composed of wires and MTJ devices.
However, small currents leaking through unselected
devices in the array make it necessary to use a selection
device such as a transistor [45]. In addition, although the
absolute resistance of the cell could easily be tuned as
desired by varying the tunnel oxide thickness [45], the
change in resistance between the two states is fairly small
compared to other NVM technologies.
More critically, the energy barrier that should prevent
half-selected cells from switching tended to be
particularly low [45] (half-selected cells are those that are
inﬂuenced by the magnetic ﬁeld from just one of the wires
that leads to the cell being written). This problem would
generate occasional bit errors in neighboring cells during
the write process [45] and was solved by the toggle variant
of MRAM [45], in which the free layer was also replaced
by a coupled layer pair acting as a synthetic
antiferromagnet [44]. This change made the device
extremely insensitive to half-select perturbation but at the
cost of requiring a read-before-write [45] because the
write operation literally toggles the state of the bit.
However, the most serious problem for the use of
MRAM, and one that remains a problem even with
toggle MRAM, is that the write currents remain very high
(.1 mA) and show no sign of decreasing as devices are
scaled smaller [44]. These currents are suﬃciently large—
even in 180-nm technology—that electromigrationinduced damage of the wires themselves has already
become the major failure mechanism [44]. Thus, as with
FeRAM, some fraction of the integrated device eﬀorts
has been refocused on the embedded or system-on-a-chip
application [44].
A number of prospective MRAM variants that could
help scale the technology down to ultrasmall dimensions
have been proposed. Several proposals involve heating an
MTJ device by passing a small current through the cell in
order to reduce the threshold switching ﬁeld and thus the
amount of current on the nearby line [46]. Closely related
are schemes in which the cell is directly switched by a
current passing through the tunnel junction using the
spin-torque eﬀect [45, 47, 48]. Because this eﬀect appears
to depend on current density rather than current [48], the
absolute current values should decrease as the device is
scaled to future technology nodes. However, to avoid
ultrahigh current densities, one must use a thin tunnel
barrier that is then subjected to signiﬁcant voltageinduced stress during repeated writing events [44]. In
addition to this increased potential for endurance failure,
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as the read and write paths are now identical, care must
be taken that the read current is large enough to be
detectable but small enough to avoid perturbing the state
of the tunnel junction [48].
Finally, an exciting alternative to MRAM is to store
data in magnetic domain walls by building a magnetic
racetrack in the third dimension [49]. Here, domain walls
are moved along a loop (using electrical current by means
of the spin-torque eﬀect) until they reach an integrated
sensor capable of reading and modifying the stored bits
[49]. Basic studies are currently underway to understand
how domain walls could practically, reliably, and rapidly
be moved along such a magnetic racetrack [50], so this
technique is probably several years away from being able
to evaluate prototype memory cells. The great promise
oﬀered by this technique is that by arranging a large
number of bits vertically along a deeply etched feature
similar to the trench capacitors used in commercial
DRAMS, the number of bits per F 2 could potentially be
made very large [49].
For more information about MRAM and related
spintronics devices, see the issue of the IBM Journal of
Research and Development on spintronics [45].

Phase-change RAM
Phase-change RAM (PCRAM) exploits the large
resistance contrast between the amorphous and
crystalline states in phase-change materials [51]. The
amorphous phase tends to have high electrical resistivity,
while the crystalline phase exhibits a low resistivity,
sometimes four or ﬁve orders of magnitude lower. Given
this large resistance contrast, the diﬀerence in read
current is more than suﬃcient for binary storage and even
MLC operation [51]. To switch the state of the cell, the
phase-change material is crystallized by applying an
electrical pulse that heats a signiﬁcant portion of the cell
above its crystallization temperature. This SET operation
tends to dictate the write speed performance of PCRAM
technology because the required duration of this pulse
depends on the crystallization speed of the phase-change
material. In the RESET operation, a larger electrical
current is applied and then abruptly cut oﬀ in order to
melt-quench the material, leaving it in the amorphous
(high-resistance) state.
Although interest in phase-change memory was slow to
develop (Figure 2), a large number of sophisticated
integration eﬀorts are now underway in PCRAM
technology (see the references that appear in [51]).
PCRAM has been shown to oﬀer high endurance [52],
fast speed [53], inherent scaling of the phase-change
process beyond the 22-nm node [54], and integration at
technology nodes down to 90 nm [55]. The most
important unknown for the success of PCRAM
technology is whether the memory access device (such as
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a diode [55] or a transistor [56]) in a dense memory array
will be able to supply suﬃcient current to RESET the
phase-change memory cell. Already, in order to try to
minimize the RESET current, it is assumed that the
dimension of the phase-change material will need to be
only 30% of the size of the lithographic dimension, F [2].
However, even with this diﬃcult integration task, the
success of PCRAM technology may end up depending on
advances in the access device as much as on the phasechange memory cell itself [2].
More details on PCRAM technology and its scaling
can be found in the paper by Raoux et al. in this issue [51].

Resistive RAM and solid-electrolyte memory

456

Over the past 50 years, a large number of materials have
been explored for use as a resistive NVM. Although most
of these materials can be switched between two distinct
resistance states using suitable voltages, the switching
mechanism is believed to vary from material to material
and is poorly understood. These materials can be
classiﬁed into two categories on the basis of their
operating mechanism—insulator resistive memories and
solid-electrolyte (SE) memories. In either case, as with
PCRAM, an access device is required to enable the
reading and writing of individual memory elements.
Here we chieﬂy discuss the oxides that are the farthest
along in development, namely CuxO, NiO, TiOx, ZrOx,
and HfOx. The major advantage to using a binary oxide
system is the simplicity of the device structure and
compatibility with conventional CMOS processing.
Important memory attributes of thin CuxO have been
explored in a 64-Kb memory array at the 180-nm
technology node. The switching mechanism is believed to
be due to modulation of the space charge limited
conduction through occupancy (vacancy) of deep traps
[57]. These devices exhibit very fast switching speeds
(,50 ns) and low program current (down to 10 lA) but
show very poor endurance (600 cycles) and insuﬃcient
retention.
Memory cells using the TiOx material system have been
widely studied with a number of diﬀerent top electrode
and bottom electrode materials [58–60]. The application
of an electric ﬁeld to ionic TiO2 crystals pulls the oxygen
ions away from the crystal toward the top electrode,
creating oxygen vacancies that form the conductive path
in the ON state [58]. For thick TiO2 (.20 nm) [58], the
ﬁlament density is extremely low, raising questions about
scalability.
Memory cells made with thin TiO2 (2.5 nm) have also
been studied [59] with TiN bottom and Pt top electrodes
and have shown fast device switching speeds (,30 ns).
However, the RESET current is very high in these devices
(;11 mA), which makes a smaller cell size diﬃcult to
achieve. In addition, no signiﬁcant data on endurance or
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retention exists for this material system. Recently,
unipolar operation has been demonstrated in thin TiON
using submicron-size cells and switching speeds less than
100 ns [60]. However, the RESET currents are still very
high in these devices (more than a few milliamperes) and
endurance, retention, and further scalability of the
technology are currently unknown.
Nonstoichiometric ZrOx shows poor device yield [61],
and memory cells built with stoichiometric ZrO2 [62] and
nonstoichiometric HfOx [63] have been hundreds of
micrometers wide. In addition, ZrO2 devices have shown
limited endurance and very slow device switching speeds
(;1 ms). For the HfOx system, although low switching
voltages and currents have been observed, endurance is
very limited (;300 cycles), no high-speed switching data
exists, and retention in these devices has not yet been
carefully measured. WOx has also been explored for use
as a binary oxide memory [64], and fast switching speeds
have been obtained but with very high programming
currents.
Early work in the NiO material system demonstrated
that the OFF-to-ON transition in this system occurs due to
migration of Ni atoms along oxide defects [65] and that
the ON-to-OFF transition is due to the thermal rupture of
the formed ﬁlament. Recent work [66] has also showed
scalability down to cell sizes of 0.3 lm 3 0.7 lm and a
write endurance of 106 cycles. However, these devices
have only been demonstrated to retain stored data up to
8 months at room temperature and also required a high
RESET current (;2 mA), independent of the resistance
RAM (RRAM) device area. It has been shown [67] that
the RESET current can be reduced to approximately
200 lA in the Pt/NiO/Pt system by limiting both the
current that ﬂows during the SET transition and the
parasitic currents due to stray capacitance.
Resistive switching phenomena have also been reported
for a variety of ternary oxides, including Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3
(PCMO), (Nb,Cr)-doped (Ba,Sr)TiO3, and SrZrO3, with
various top and bottom electrodes [68]. However, for
many of these materials, an initial forming process is
required before the device exhibits a subsequent wellbehaved switching behavior. In addition, there exist
signiﬁcant integration challenges for these more complex
materials, and scalability down to less than 100 nm is
currently unknown. Cr-doped SrTiO3 is discussed in
detail in a separate paper in this issue [69].
In the SE memory system—also referred to as a
programmable metallization cell (PMC) or the conductive
bridge RAM [70–72])—an SE material containing mobile
metal ions is sandwiched between an inert electrode
(cathode) and an oxidizable electrode (anode). A small
positive voltage (a few hundred millivolts) at the anode
reduces metal ions at the cathode and injects ions into the
electrolyte by means of oxidation at the anode. The
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electrodeposited ﬁlament grows out of the cathode until it
contacts the anode, causing the voltage to drop abruptly.
A reverse bias of a similar magnitude will erase the device
by removing the material by means of reverse
electrodeposition, thermal eﬀects, or both. The PMC
candidates that are under active investigation include Agor Cu-doped germanium chalcogenides (GexSe1x,
GexS1x, and GexTe1x) or both; Cu-doped MoOx (with
Cu top electrodes); Cu-doped WOx; and the RbAg4I5
system. One of the major advantages of SE memory
devices over the various binary resistive memories is the
ability to program and erase at very low currents.
The most widely studied PMC system is the Ag-doped
GexSe1x with Ag top electrodes, where Ag is
incorporated into the base GexSe1x glass using
ultraviolet diﬀusion. In this system, scalability down to
20 nm [72], good retention, multilevel capability (made
possible by the very high resistance ratio between the ON
and OFF states), fast switching speeds (;1 ls or faster),
and very high endurance [70] have been successfully
demonstrated. However, this system does not survive
processing temperatures over 2008C, making integration
with a conventional CMOS back end virtually impossible.
In contrast, the Ag-doped GexS1-x system has been shown
to survive back-end temperatures exceeding 4008C [71],
has a high ON/OFF ratio, and also oﬀers fast speeds (;1 ls
or faster). Using this system, 2-Mb memory arrays have
been fabricated in 90-nm technology with MLC
capability [73], but retention and endurance still remain
to be demonstrated for these germanium sulﬁde systems.
Cu-doped GexS1x devices behave as good SEs as well
and promise easier integration with CMOS [71], but show
a poorer ON/OFF ratio and have yet to demonstrate
tolerance to back-end process temperatures up to 4008C.
The Ag-doped GexTe1x system has also been
investigated for PMC devices and shows good
temperature stability, but no signiﬁcant data on
endurance or retention exists at this point [74]. Research
on Cu-doped MoOx with Cu top electrodes has shown
good endurance (.106 cycles) and retention at high
program currents for large devices (.100 lm2), but
scalability and lower program currents still remain to be
demonstrated [75].
In summary, it appears that the most promising
resistive memory candidates for SCM are the CuxO and
NiO binary metal-oxide systems and the AgGeS SE
devices. However, retention and endurance still remain to
be demonstrated for the CuxO and AgGeS devices, while
the high write current is an issue for the NiO memory
devices. The AgGeS system has an extremely high ON/OFF
ratio and fast switching speeds, but its bipolar program
and erase pulses greatly complicate cross-point
integration with standard silicon and polysilicon diodes.
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Type 1
Hysteretic

Type 2
Opposite
polarity

Type 3
Volatile

Type 4
WORM

Type 5
Bipolar
with NDR

Polymer MIM
Small molecule MIM
Donor–acceptor
Oxidation reduction
Nanoparticle blends

Figure 5
Current–voltage response behavior observed in organic sandwich
structures. Only types 2 and 5 are useful as nonvolatile RAM
elements.

Organic and polymeric memory
The earliest report of resistive switching behavior in
organic two-electrode devices is that of Gregor [76], who
used plasma polymerization of divinylbenzene to deposit
a ﬁlm between lead electrodes and observed bistable
negative diﬀerential resistance (NDR). Despite extensive
electrical characterization that included retention time
measurement and cycling endurance, it was not possible
to identify the mechanism responsible for the switching
behavior.
In the four decades since Gregor’s studies, a great
variety of organic materials has been incorporated into
sandwich-like structures that exhibit resistive switching.
In a recent review [77], these were categorized in terms of
their material components and electrical response
(Figure 5). In some cases (type 2 in the ﬁgure), reversible
switching is achieved using voltages of opposite polarity.
In systems that show NDR (type 5), the on and oﬀ states
can be created with voltage pulses of the same polarity
but diﬀerent amplitudes. There are cases in which the
conductive state is indeﬁnitely stable (type 4) and would,
therefore, serve as a Write-Once, Read-Many (WORM)
device. Other responses, though claimed as ‘‘memory,’’
either do not retain their state when the voltage is
removed (type 3) or are merely hysteretic without the
clear threshold that is necessary for incorporation into an
addressable array [77].
The simplest memory cell is a two-electrode metalorganic-metal sandwich structure in which the organic
layer may be either a polymeric (type 1 in Figure 5) or a
low-molecular-weight organic semiconductor (type 2).
These can be deposited by solution coating, by thermal
evaporation, or by plasma polymerization. The active
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Table 2 Candidate technologies for SCM: their technology maturity level, the smallest cell size (highest density) achieved to date, and
their prospects for scalability, fast readout, fast writing, low switching power, high endurance, and MLC operation (BJT: bipolar junction
transistor).
Flash
Knowledge level

Product
2

2

SONOS ﬂash

Nanocrystal ﬂash

FeRAM

FeFET

Advanced development

Development

Product

Basic research

2

2

2

2

4 F (2 F
per bit [2])

4 F (1 F per bit [21])

16 F at 90 nm
[2, 24]

15 F at 130 nm
[40]

—

Scalability

Poor

Maybe (enough stored
charge?)

Unclear (enough
stored charge?)

Poor (integration,
signal loss)

Unclear (difficult
integration)

Fast readout

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast writing

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Low switching power

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Smallest demonstrated
cell
Prospects for:

458

7

High endurance

No

Poor (10 cycles [2])

No

Yes

Yes

Nonvolatility

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Poor (30 days [2])

MLC operation

Yes

Yes (4 bits [21])

Yes

Difficult

Difficult

layer is assumed to be initially homogeneous and is
typically highly resistive in the pristine device, hence a
metal-insulator-metal, or MIM. In type 3, the active layer
consists of an electron donor, such as carbazoles [78] or
arylamines [79], together with an acceptor, such as TCNQ
[80] or a fullerene [81]. Depending on the oxidation
potential of the donor and the reduction potential of the
acceptor, in the ground state the complex may have both
species nominally neutral or fully charge-transferred, with
both cases resulting in high resistance. Partial charge
transfer can then lead to a more highly conductive state.
Closely related are type 4 electrochemical systems in
which oxidation and reduction at the electrodes,
accompanied by ion migration [82], change the
conductivity of the organic material.
A great deal of recent study has been devoted to
memory elements consisting of metallic nanoparticles
(NPs) blended into an organic semiconducting host (type 5).
The NPs may be in a relatively discrete layer [83] or mixed
more uniformly throughout the organic [84].
Just as in inorganic systems, many kinds of physical
and chemical changes have been invoked—but rarely
proved—for the creation of the conducting state:
formation of metallic ﬁlaments due to electromigration
from an electrode [85]; carbon ﬁlaments due to pyrolysis
of the organic material in electrical breakdown [86];
realignment of molecular species to permit higher
mobility, for example, by pi-pi stacking [87]; or
electrochemical oxidation or reduction. Modiﬁcation of
the electrode–organic interface with a corresponding
change in charge injection has also been proposed as the
mechanism for switching [88].
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Many NP-blend devices exhibit bipolar switching with
NDR above a sharp threshold (type 5 in Figure 5). This is
very similar to the characteristics of current and voltage
interaction observed by Simmons and Verderber [89] in
inorganic MIMs and attributed to charging eﬀects in gold
clusters. The NPs act as traps that can be charged and
discharged by suitable voltage pulses. Charge retention
[90] of at least weeks has been demonstrated. The details
of this mechanism remain elusive: Tang et al. [91] showed
that accidental NPs may be present in nominally
homogeneous organic layers, thereby accounting for the
similarity in response of apparently disparate devices, and
suggested that particular NP conﬁgurations [92] are
responsible for switching.
Optimizing the characteristics that are desirable for
memory applications ﬁrst requires clariﬁcation of the
switching mechanism. NP blends show promising dataretention times, switching speed, and cycling endurance,
but the on-state current is too low to permit scaling to
nanometer dimensions. In addition, the lack of signiﬁcant
rectiﬁcation (they make poor diodes) prevents direct use
in a cross-point array.
In contrast to other NVM candidates, there have not
been many demonstrations of integrated device arrays or
device-centric demonstrations (Figure 2). This makes it
more diﬃcult to assess the possible performance of
organic memory devices in SCM. Certainly, such
demonstrations would help indicate whether these
materials could be integrated in a conventional CMOS
process (even to CMOS back-end temperatures of
perhaps 350–4008C) and the prospects of device
scalability.
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Table 2 Continued.

MRAM

Racetrack

PCRAM

RRAM

Product

Basic research

Advanced development

Early development Development

2

25 F at 180 nm —
[2, 45]

2

Solid electrolyte

2

5.8 F diode [55]
—
12 F 2 BJT [56] at 90 nm

8 F at 90 nm [73]
(4 F 2 per bit)

Organic memory
Basic research
—

Poor (high
currents)

Unknown (high
Promising (rapid
current density?)
progress to date)

Unknown

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

Yes

Sometimes

No

Uncertain

Poor

Sometimes

Yes

Sometimes

Yes

Unknown

Yes

Poor

Unknown

Poor

Yes

Unknown

Yes

Sometimes

Sometimes

Poor

No

Yes (3D)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Summary and outlook
We have discussed a number of candidates currently
under investigation as possible NVM technologies,
including ﬂash alternatives such as SONOS and
nanocrystal ﬂash, FeRAM, MRAM, PCRAM, RRAM,
SEs, and organic and polymer memory. In Table 2, we
qualitatively assess these candidates in terms of the
aggressive target speciﬁcations laid out in Table 1.
The current knowledge level for each candidate NVM
technology ranges from well-known technologies being
shipped as product, to development eﬀorts designed to
implement integrated cells and optimize device
parameters, to basic research eﬀorts into underlying
mechanisms. If integrated test arrays are known to have
been produced, then the smallest cell size achieved is
indicated in the second row of Table 2.
In the remainder of Table 2, we brieﬂy summarize the
prospects of each NVM technology candidate for
achieving the scalability, fast readout, fast writing, low
switching power, high endurance, and MLC operation
that would be necessary in order to deliver a successful
SCM. Although many of these aspects are often closely
interrelated, this table serves as a quick guide to which
aspects could become insurmountable obstacles for each
candidate SCM technology.
For instance, while SONOS ﬂash and nanocrystal ﬂash
are clearly designed to improve the scalability of ﬂash to
further technology nodes, neither of them is expected to
greatly improve the other two weaknesses of ﬂash
technology, slow writing and relatively poor endurance.
In contrast, FeRAM and MRAM demonstrate high
speed and endurance, but their inherent scaling
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Promising (filament
Unknown
based, but must
(back-end
integrate new materials)
temperatures?)

limitations have not been overcome. In fact, both have
spawned alternative approaches (FeFETs and racetrack
memory, respectively) expressly to avoid these diﬃculties.
However, each of these new techniques is suﬃciently
diﬀerent that more research will be required to fully assess
their prospects. In one sense, racetrack and spin-torque
memories would seem to be more promising partly
because FeFETs are an old concept that has long been
known to be diﬃcult [37–38] and partly because racetrack
memory [49] oﬀers the built-in prospect of storing many
bits per F 2 by harnessing a recently discovered physical
phenomenon [47].
Since RRAM and organic memory oﬀer so many
variants with widely diﬀerent observed behaviors, for
each desirable performance aspect, one can often ﬁnd an
example that satisﬁes the criteria and another that fails.
However, it is generally true that no one variant exhibits
characteristics that are all favorable, and in general,
ultrahigh endurance has not yet been convincingly
demonstrated in either RRAM or organic memory.
This leaves PCRAM and SEs as the current
frontrunners for SCM. In both cases, the scaling issues
appear to primarily involve expected diﬃculties with
incorporating novel materials into a CMOS fabrication
process. Both SEs and phase-change have been shown to
demonstrate basic functionality at extremely small feature
sizes: in 20-nm cylindrical SE vias [72] and in phasechange bridges of 3 nm 3 20 nm in cross-section [54]. This
is shown by the open symbols on Figure 6, which are
compared to the trends for ﬂash scaling in terms of
eﬀective area per bit as a function of year [2]. Here we
have assumed that an integrated cell incorporating these
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1 m 2

Effective area per stored bit

NOR
0.1 m 2
NAND
0.01 m 2

1,000 nm2

100 nm2

10

MRAM (25 F 2 at 180 nm [2])
FeRAM (15 F 2 at 130 nm [40])
PCRAM (5.8 F 2 at 90 nm [55])
Solid electrolyte
(4 F 2 at 90 nm [73])

Solid
electrolyte
(20 nm diameter [72])

NOR
F2
1
(DRAM /2 pitch)

Phase-change
(20 nm ⫻ 3 nm [54])

Target (10⌾ density
of 2-bit MLC NAND)

nm2
2000

NAND

2005

2010
Year

2015

2020

Figure 6
Effective area per stored bit for NAND and NOR flash as a
function of year. Also shown are filled symbols corresponding to
some recent demonstrations of fully integrated memory arrays for
various SCM candidate technologies and open symbols corresponding to some single-device demonstrations illustrating raw
scaling potential.
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ultrascaled areas would likely be three times larger in
diameter than the device aperture itself. Also shown, as
ﬁlled symbols, are several recent demonstrations of
integrated test arrays. We note that two jumps are
indicated in NAND best-case eﬀective area per bit, one
for the advent of 2-bit MLC, and a second for the
projected move to 4-bit MLC [2]. At that point, the
eﬀective bit size for NAND ﬂash will have scaled faster
than lithography, as indicated by the dotted line for
DRAM half-pitch.
In PCRAM, the high current required to RESET the cell
will have to match the small current-sourcing capabilities
of a scaled-down access device (such as a diode or
transistor). SE materials must add tolerance to back-end
processing temperatures (350–4008C) to the otherwise
favorable aspects of earlier variants (Ag-GeSe) and
improve the data retention of the thin ﬁlaments formed
by low programming currents without relying on readinduced reinforcement.
We note that with the promising scaling behavior of
both phase-change and SE memory, recent integrated
device demonstrations have essentially caught up with
NOR ﬂash despite being implemented at 90-nm
technology (instead of at 65 nm). However, the target
density for SCM, indicated on Figure 6 with a red dotted
line, will require densities nearly two orders of magnitude
higher. The red line assumes a 10-fold price diﬀerence
between 2-bit MLC NAND ﬂash and high-performance
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server HDDs, given the curves for the lower-cost desktop
HDDs shown in Figure 1.
However, even partway toward meeting the target
SCM speciﬁcations (Table 1), such an NVM would
already be attractive to existing market segments. If the
test vehicles being built with phase-change and SE
memory (already competitive with NOR ﬂash in terms of
density) can be transferred to high-yield manufacturing of
memory chips and satisfy the stringent error-rate
requirements of NOR ﬂash, then these emerging NVM
technologies could compete with NOR ﬂash in the near
future. In turn, as the increasing density of such a new
NVM technology drives down cost, markets for NAND
ﬂash, DRAM (if speeds could be made high enough), and
server-class HDD storage could potentially be addressed.
Along this path, the increasing size of these markets
would serve to motivate investment of the resources
required for the next round of technology development. If
the full promise of SCM can be realized, we could witness
the birth of the ﬁrst truly universal memory, capable of
supplanting everything in the memory and storage
hierarchy between L1 cache DRAM and magnetic tape.
**Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of Sony
Computer Entertainment Corporation in the United States, other
countries, or both.
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